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Abstract
Excess sugar alters homeostatic mechanisms regulating glucose and lipid metabolism, as
well as hunger and appetite. These pathways are also affected by the metabolic ‘stress’
hormone, cortisol. Thus, acute and chronic stress may interact with sugar consumption to
further dysregulate metabolic homoeostasis. This chapter reviews how added sugar intake,
including sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs)--the single largest and most well-studied
source of added sugars--, increases risk factors associated with cardiometabolic disease,
while also increasing appetite and failing to suppress hunger. Chronic psychological stress
alters neuro satiety and appetitive pathways in a similar way as sugar, promoting hedonic
eating behaviors (the desire to consume highly palatable foods). The combination of stress
and sugar is of high relevance to addiction. Rodent models show that psychological stress
with sugar intake induces what looks like food addiction behavior. In humans, chronic
stress is associated with dampened reward signaling, suggesting that when chronicallystressed individuals consume sugar, hedonic feeding behavior is reinforced in order to
restore the dopaminergic reward response. Together, these findings suggest that while
excessive sugar alone can increase reward drive, chronic stress may synergize this
relationship, and lead to habitual overeating, and consequently reduced sensitivity to sweet
taste. Therefore, synergistic effects of chronic stress and high sugar intake contribute to
the phenotype of compulsive sugar consumption. Although there remain significant gaps in
understanding the synergistic effects of sugar and stress, disparities linked to psychological
stress and sugar consumption appear to play significant roles in driving preventable social
and race-based health disparities in the U.S.
Keywords: Sugar, psychological stress, dopamine, melanocortin, cortisol, visceral adiposity,
obesity, health disparities
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Excessive sugar consumption and disease.
In the U.S., added sugar makes up an average of 13.6% of an individual’s daily calories.1 This
exceeds the Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommendation that no more 10% of calories be
consumed as added sugars,2, and far exceeds the more stringent guidelines set by the World
Health Organization of consuming no more than 5% of calories as added sugar.3 The term ‘added
sugar’ refers to sugar that is not naturally present in the respective food or beverage. This does
not include items that contain only naturally occurring sugar such as whole fruit or 100% fruit
juice. Sucrose and high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) are the two most commonly consumed
types of added sugars in the U.S. The top source of added sugars in the U.S. diet are sugarsweetened beverages (SSBs) (e.g., sodas, sports drinks, fruit drinks containing added sugar),
contributing 23% of added sugar consumed. Unlike other sources of added sugar, SSBs are also
the single largest source of added sugars as it does not contain any other macro- or
micronutrients 4. Baked goods (e.g. cakes, cookies) are the second most popular source of added
sugar, making up about 19% of added sugar consumed in the U.S. diet.4
High consumption of added sugars is associated with increased risk for cardiometabolic disease
development, including obesity, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease.5-8 Interestingly, this
association appears to be strongest when examining the impact of SSBs versus added sugar from
all food and beverage sources.9-12 Clinical trials have largely focused on SSBs with very few
trials testing the effects of added sugar provided in solid form.13,14 Thus, the majority of
evidence presented here will stem from trials manipulating sugar intake through SSBs. Further, it
has been argued that added sugar provided in liquid form may have lower satiation effects than
added sugar provided in solid form,15,16 which further supports our emphasis on SSBs.
Controlled experimental studies in humans demonstrate that regular consumption of added sugar
provided in addition to or as part of an individual’s usual calorie intake over two to 36 weeks
increases body weight, de novo lipogenesis, plasma triglycerides (TG), low-density lipoproteincholesterol (LDL-C), total cholesterol, uric acid,13,17-20 liver fat storage,21-23 visceral fat 24 and
reduces insulin sensitivity.18,25 Some studies suggest there may be a lack of caloric
compensation 26, resulting in excess calorie intake and weight gain.17,24,27 However, not all added
sugar interventions in humans resulted in weight-gain.18,22 Plus, the detrimental effects of high
SSB consumption remain significant after adjusting for change in body weight17 and even in the
absence of weight gain.22,28 Thus, habitual consumption of added sugar is not simply a matter of
consuming excess calories, but moreso a matter of disrupting metabolic processes and energy
homeostasis.
Excess sugar consumption alters energy homeostasis.
Maintaining energy homeostasis is a coordinated control of food intake (calories in) and energy
expenditure (calories out) and is influenced by dietary intake, particularly sugar, and level of
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insulin resistance. The direct effects of sugar on metabolism (e.g. enhanced hepatic lipid
production) are further exacerbated by the indirect effects of sugar on dysregulating energy
intake (e.g. increasing food intake in the absence of hunger). In this next section, we review basic
regulation of hunger and appetite, both peripheral and neural pathways, and how sugar impacts
these systems. As shown in Figure 1, hunger and satiety are regulated by the melanocortin
system, while appetite and reward are regulated by the mesolimbic dopaminergic system.
Activation of these pathways is triggered by external cues like food, but these systems also
interact with other. Excessive sugar consumption leads to dysregulated energy intake via
alterations in these hunger and appetite-regulating systems.
Regulation of hunger. Homeostatic control of energy intake is largely regulated by
endocrine and neuroendocrine signaling by key hormones insulin, leptin, and ghrelin on the
hypothalamus. These hormones have both endocrine and neuroendocrine functions, meaning
they elicit action on both peripheral target tissues and serve as neurotransmitters in the brain.
Insulin, an anabolic hormone most known for its primary role in regulating glucose homeostasis,
is produced and secreted by pancreatic beta-cells. It acts on various tissues including the liver,
muscle and adipose tissue to regulate glucose metabolism and production, lipogenesis (the
synthesis of lipids), lipid storage and protein synthesis. Insulin also acts on various regions in the
brain, including the hypothalamus, to regulate food intake. In concert with leptin, insulin binds to
its receptor on the proopiomelanocortin (POMC) neuron to promote satiety while simultaneously
acting on the agouti-peptide (AgRP) and neuropeptide Y (NPY) neurons to further inhibit
hunger.29,30 Ghrelin, on the other hand, stimulates hunger by binding to its receptor on AgRP and
NPY. These hormonal actions, all part of the melanocortin system, are all key in the central
nervous system’s role in regulating hunger. Importantly, high added sugar intake has the ability
to disrupt energy homeostasis through dysfunction in this system.
Regulation of hedonic drive. Hedonic drive is the desire to consume food or beverage,
rather than consumption based on a physiological response to the body’s energy needs. This is an
important distinction from hunger. As previously mentioned, hunger is a hypothalamic response
driven by a feedback mechanism by peripheral signals in response to the body’s energy needs.
Appetite is driven by desire and mediated through the dopaminergic pathway, or mesolimbic
system, a reward and motivation-regulating system. The mesolimbic pathway, mediated by
dopamine (DA), drives hedonic eating behaviors, or the habitual intake of highly palatable foods
such as those containing added sugar.31-34 The high palatability of sweet foods and beverages
appears to drive hedonic eating behaviors,35,36 via the release of DA in the ventral tegmental area
(VTA).34,37 Repeated stimulation of the mesolimbic system creates a persistent motivation to
acquire the same stimuli,38 for example craving sugar in the presence of a sweet visual cue.39
Dopamine (DA) is most commonly known as the ‘pleasure hormone’ and is triggered by
behaviors such as the consumption of sugar to elicit feelings of reward and motivation.
Interestingly, the same peripheral hormones (insulin, leptin and ghrelin) that regulate hunger also
affect appetite via ability to regulate dopaminergic responses. Ghrelin promotes appetite by
activating the dopaminergic pathway to enhance motivation .40,41 Insulin and leptin oppose the
actions of DA by inhibiting DA signaling,42,43 thereby suppressing the reward response.44,45
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Excess sugar intake on hunger and reward signaling.
Insulin’s ability to suppress the dopaminergic reward response likely occurs through dopamine
receptor 2 (DR2), which is responsible for repressing DA activity after stimulation. Lower
insulin sensitivity is associated with lower DR2 expression in humans, indicating reduced
inhibition of reward seeking.46 Therefore, insulin resistant individuals may have a greater reward
response to sugar. Animal models have shown that DR2 expression is also lower with glucose- or
sucrose-sweetened beverage, while the reward-stimulating dopamine receptor 1 (DR1) as well as
opioid receptor activation are increased.32,47 This suggest that habitual sugar intake is in part
mediated by a lack of reward inhibition, which can lead to binge eating of sugar. Due to the
effect of insulin on DRs, this behavior may be worse in insulin resistant individuals. This is of
particular concern for chronically-stressed individuals who may use sugar intake as a stress
coping mechanism.
Type of sugar may matter. Trials in humans have shown dietary sucrose as being less
effective at stimulating feelings of fullness as compared with starch or non-caloric sweeteners,
48,49 while others found no significant effect.50-52 Consuming sucrose in the form of a sweetened
beverage for two weeks increases energy intake.53 Surprisingly though, circulating leptin also
increased in study participants. In rats, acute sucrose-sweetened beverage intake just before a
meal temporarily reduced NPY/AgRP expression and led to hyperphagia, which the researchers
found were independent of differences in total caloric intake and palatability.54 Additional
evidence in free-living humans consuming sucrose- or HFCS-sweetened foods/beverages are
needed to better determine the effects of added sugar on inhibiting satiety. Studies comparing
pure glucose versus pure fructose (the two monosaccharides that make up sucrose and HFCS)
provide a clearer understanding of the mechanisms through which a diet high in added sugar
promote the overconsumption of calories.
Pure glucose consumption stimulates satiety hormones like leptin, insulin and peptide YY (PYY)
and does so to a greater extent as compared with fructose.55-57 Glucose also suppresses hungerstimulating hormones like, ghrelin,55 and activates satiety hormones like insulin and leptin.
Fructose on the other hand is less effective at suppressing hunger hormones and activating satiety
hormones.56-59 As a result, the ability of fructose to trigger satiety even when caloric needs are
met, is much lower than that of glucose. Fructose also prohibits satiety by failure to suppress
hypothalamic malonyl co-enzyme A (malonyl Co-A), through a depletion in ATP and
deactivation of AMPK, the energy sensing enzyme.60 This in turn effects downstream
neurotransmitter signaling of POMC/CART and AgRP/NPY neurons.
Synergistic effects of sugar and stress on cardiometabolic disease risk
As shown in Figure 1, chronic, moderate stress has similar effects as sugar, but also synergistic
effects, on dysregulating hunger and reward systems. Together, sugar and stress further lead to
excessive consumption of high sugar foods and its associated metabolic health consequences.
Human studies investigating the effects of consuming sugar under stressful conditions on the
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regulation of hunger and appetite control are lacking, and studies in animals are inconclusive. A
prior review summarized the potential effects of sugar and stress61 but since its publication, few
advancements have been made. Some have demonstrated synergistic effects of stress and glucose
on increasing plasma ghrelin62 and decreasing leptin.62 However, the glucose used in this study
was 2-[18F]-fluoro-d-deoxy-d-glucose, which although it can cross the blood brain barrier, it
cannot be metabolized. Another study in which chronically-stressed rats were fed a high-fat,
high-sucrose diet observed increased visceral fat accumulation via peripheral NPY.63 Others
found reductions in insulin but no effects on other hunger-regulating hormones in chronicallystress rats fed a high-fructose diet.64
Psychological stress can be acute or when repeated can manifest into chronic stress over time.
The body’s response to stress is mediated in part by the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA)
axis, which releases the ‘stress hormone’ cortisol. Psychological stress also mediates the
mesolimbic response and can drive a low-quality diet and hedonic eating.65,66 Old and new
studies in animal models suggest that acute, moderate stress activates the release of DA and
promotes reward activity.67,68 In contrast, chronic stress may dampen DA release, explaining why
chronic stress is linked to depression.69,70 Habitual sugar consumption may ameliorate this effect
of stress on DA by repeatedly releasing DA.33 As seen in models of chronic stress, absence of
sugar in habitual consumers can lead to behaviors reflecting anxiety and depression due to a
dampened DA response.71 This suggests that habitual sugar intake results from the loss of usual
reward sensations in the absence of sugar and is an effort to restore DA activity and reward
sensations.65,66 Chronic stress, which dampens DA may therefore promote hedonic eating
behavior.
The effects of sugar on stress may depend on sex, gender, whether stress is acute or chronic, and
the presence of excess adipose tissue. In some individuals, acute stress reduces hunger and
appetite but increases appetite in the majority of individuals.72,73 Under stress, the HPA axis turns
on to release cortisol for the mobilization of fat and glucose stores to fuel the stress response.
However, repeated stress exposure means repeated cortisol release and subsequently elevated
cortisol exposure and its downstream consequences (e.g. visceral fat accumulation,
inflammation).74 Cortisol opposes the actions of insulin, and excess cortisol promotes insulin
resistance.75 Therefore, when food is consumed as a coping mechanism against stress the
metabolic response is conflated with the simultaneous elevated cortisol and insulin secretion,
which will be exacerbated in insulin resistant individuals. However, the cortisol response to
sugar appears to depend on whether sugar and stress exposures are acute versus repeated. When
sugar is consumed prior to an acute stress test, stress-induced cortisol reactivity is greater
compared to individuals who did not receive a sugary beverage.76 Whether or not participants
were high-sugar consumers was not reported, nor was their perceived level of stress at
recruitment. The same stress test has been used in a prior study in which women who had been
consuming sucrose-sweetened beverages for two weeks. After the acute stress test, cortisol
release was dampened compared to women who had been consuming non-caloric sweetened
beverages.77 Thus, the calming effect of sugar on stress-induced HPA activation may encourage
sugar intake with continuous stress exposure. Recent research demonstrates that overweight
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individuals experiencing chronic stress exhibit amplified cortisol reactivity to an acute stress
exposure as compared to their chronically-stressed lean counterparts.78 However, other features
of diurnal cortisol patterns like the cortisol awakening response (CAR) or the slope of decline
after an acute stressor are dampened in chronically-stressed individuals.79-82 Chronically-stressed
individuals also consume more calories of a high fat-high sugar snack item following an acute
stress test.78,83 This may be due to 1) potentially dampened DA release and 2) the calming effect
of regular sugar intake on the HPA response to an acute stressor 77; similar findings were
observed in rats.84 Although in a lean cohort the effect of stress on hedonic eating is not always
observed, 85 potentially suggesting greater impairment of the mesolimbic and the melanocortin
system in overweight individuals. Thus, chronically-stressed individuals who are also overweight
may be more vulnerable to the effects of sugar.

Figure 1: Proposed model of the synergistic effects of sugar and stress. Both stress and sugar
have the ability to excite or inhibit the dopamine (DA) mesolimbic pathway, depending on
whether the stressor is moderate versus high intensity, and acute versus chronic. Moderate and
chronic stress leads to long term changes in neural circuitry toward habitual consumption of high
sugar. High sugar intake also disrupts the melanocortin neurons responsible for regulating food
intake. Together, sugar and stress disrupt hepatic lipid production and adipose tissue deposition,
reduces insulin sensitivity and increases inflammation, with and without weight gain.
Implications for racial and sociodemographic related cardiometabolic health disparities
The potential for sugar and stress to more significantly impact individuals who are overweight or
have obesity could have important implications in understanding mechanisms of cardiometabolic
disease health disparities in racially/ethnically diverse women. Studies have shown that women
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may be more amenable to the effects of chronic stress on hedonic eating behaviors 83,86,87. As
researchers have pointed out, sex and gender differences in metabolic responses to stress require
more investigation 88. Low resource environments, particularly common for women and
children, and minoritized populations, particularly Blacks, lead to food deserts and forced
choices for excessively high sugar diets. Furthermore, racial differences in sugar intake and
experiences of psychological stress coincide with race and ethnic differences in cardiometabolic
disease prevalence 89,90. For example, Black women are disproportionately affected by
psychological stress91,92, have the highest prevalence of obesity 93 and cardiovascular disease
mortality 94, and compared to women of other race and ethnicities, are the highest consumers of
SSB 7. Psychological stress has the potential to be the single most important social determinant
of health in Black women. Psychological stress stemming from racial discrimination, structural
racism and gender-specific stress are sources of chronic stress in Black women and is associated
with a dysregulated hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis (HPA) stress) 95 and greater consumption
of high-sugar/high-fat feeding behaviors (hedonic eating) 90. The link between sugar intake and
risk for cardiometabolic disease in Blacks serves as a prime example of framing race as a social
construct when investigating the mechanisms and prevention of cardiometabolic health
disparities. Blacks are not inherently consuming more sugar because of a genetic predisposition
to enhance dopaminergic response to sweet taste. The same should be reiterated for Hispanics
who are the second-largest consumers of SSBs and also experience disproportionately greater
health risks than white populations in the U.S. Blacks and Hispanics are also disproportionately
affected by targeted marketing with significantly more marketing of highly palatable foods and
beverages but low marketing of healthy, low-calorie foods and beverages being advertised to this
population 96,97. This repeated visual cue paired with greater access to highly palatable foods
makes this population particularly susceptible to the potential effects of chronic stress and sugar
intake. The intersection of environmental factors, stress, and high sugar intake 89 may be key in
understanding the mechanisms by which women and those from historically marginalized
communities are disproportionately affected by obesity 98, hypertension 99, T2D 100 and T2Drelated CVD mortality 101-105.
Conclusion
In summary, both sugar and stress alter energy intake and metabolic homeostasis, and when
occurring simultaneously, appear to have synergistic effects on HPA regulation, hunger, appetite
and metabolism. Our early model of stress-induced, food-reward addiction from 15 years ago
was a simplified model depicting how elevated stress-hormones, mainly cortisol, leads to
elevations in NPY and activates the reward system 101. Since then, a body of research
elucidating the potential impact of stress and sugar on the brain and metabolism has led us to this
updated model that demonstrates potential interactions between high stress exposure and high
sugar consumption (Figure 1). Gaps remain in understanding differences in the type of sugar
(liquid or solid) on altering the melanocortin and mesolimbic systems, and the long-term impact
of sugar consumption as a stress-coping mechanism. Future studies should also focus on
understanding the roles of these pathways on disparate cardiometabolic disease risk in
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communities experiencing excessive social stress in addition to the marketing and pervasive
availability of high-sugar foods and beverages.
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